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Introduction & Objective

Purpose
§ Reposition where ‘smarts’ are conceptually and connotatively 

located.
§ Look more closely at ‘smart’ grassroots cycle infrastructural 

practices, such as bike sharing.

Questions Asked
§ What does ‘smart’ mean?
§ E.g. what constitutes a ‘smart’ bike sharing system?



Defining Smart Mobility

§ 23 definitions of “smart city”.
§ “…it won’t be the minds of humans, but those of machines, that will 

most fully understand the world” (Rees 2015:11).
§ “intelligent transport” → “smart mobility”.
§ Google Scholar titles:

o “smart mobility” 418 
o “smart transport” 112
o “smart transportation” 261

§ Smart mobility “…refers to the provision of mobility options and 
services that are purportedly efficient, green, and inclusive, and that 
usually rely on the operation of digital technologies” (Schwanen 2018: 
in press), and that are, “…assumed to be an axiomatically positive 
manifestation of technologically-based development in transport 
systems, services, and their use” (Lyons 2016:3). 

§ Inevitable?



Critique of Smart Promises

§ Big business, entrepreneurial cities, and post-political technocracies.
§ “the Smart Transition will simultaneously create the promise of a 

system that can reduce demand, whilst at the same time fulfilling 
previously unmet demand and creating new demand” (Docherty et al. 
2017: in press; see also Lyons 2016).

§ “…who has the right to the smart city?” (Wiig & Wyly 2016:488).
§ (Quantitative) “big data” smarts:

o Answers what types of questions?
o Why does a hypothetical woman not use a bike share system?

(London’s system roughly 20-30% ♀, see: Beecham & Wood 2014; 
Goodman & Cheshire 2014; Woodcock et al. 2014).

o Shaping the questions themselves?



An Example: Credit-Based Bike Sharing

§ Backup: first, what is “the bottom line”?
§ Equity challenges of most automated stations & dockless bikes:

o financial barriers
o spatial (mis)distributions
o Anna Goodman et al.’s evolving work
o bodies
o perceptions

§ Is this inherent in the current 
‘models’ where:
o scales are need-insensitive?
o there is often a focus on profit 

maximization?
o technology may be directive 

rather than assistive.



Our Study
70 interviews: 
§ London 38; 
§ São Paulo 32.
§ Leaders, staff, beneficiaries, and intermediaries in London & São Paulo.

Why London and São Paulo?
§ Similar sizes & economic gravity.
§ Both deep socioeconomic inequalities.
§ Automobile trajectories.

“…use different cities to pose questions of one another” (Ward 2010) 
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Types of London Organizations Interviewed
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Types of London Organizations Interviewed
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Types of São Paulo Organizations Interviewed



Context: 
London & São Paulo 
Municipal Bike Share 

System Extent



Pool Bikes in Low IMD Peripheral London
“A big, big, big thing about why our project works, we realized over 
the course of years having bike projects is you’d fix up a child’s bike, 
or you’d give them a bike that you had donated, and then it will be 
stolen or their older brother would ride on it, or it was stolen, mostly 
stolen. And quite often they’re stolen because you’re living in flats, 
and there’s nowhere to store your bike. So storage is really, really key. 
And so what we started setting up is what we called pool bikes … as 
in you know, it’s shared … we even used to have a pool bike with a 
bike seat for a baby, but we gave that away. So if you’ve got pool 
bikes, it’s a way of including people who don’t have bikes.” [Phoebe]



“‘Why don't I try to get her into a cycling club?’  Absolutely nothing. 
At the time, it was all mostly men in Lycra whizzing around, and good 
for them, you know, great. But it doesn't accommodate people who 
need to go much more slowly and who haven’t got stamina for long 
distances, all that sort of thing.” [Emily]

“One of the huge barriers to disabled people cycling is that they 
can't, they don't realize, they can't even imagine themselves cycling.  
Don't realize it's possible” [Elizabeth].

Disability Bike Sharing

§ £7500 to purchase or £15-£20 
per hour to rent

§ One org. has 2,000 members; 
the other 1,300 people per year 
who cycle 8,000 times. 



“You often have lanes and alleyways that haven’t been mapped. The 
people from Google called us for a meeting because we had started 
to map them using Street Maps … We had all started to map the 
alleyways in our neighbourhood manually to get them into Street 
Map on Google, because we know that they eventually include them. 
Soon after Google had got in touch asking us to do it they created a 
platform for others to map areas that they weren’t aware of … After 
that an American company called Map Lari got in touch asking us to 
take photos of the cycle lanes ...  We made so much stuff for free, we 
would ride around a lot, I have a collection of photos of cycle lanes ...  
we’ve got stuff that even [the transport 
authority] doesn’t have. Like before and 
after photos, we did everything, we 
would do the work that they were 
supposed to [laughter], we would do 
their job for them…[Filipe]

Appropriated São Paulo Community Smarts 



DIY/DIT São Paulo



Conclusions
§ Effective smart cycling initiatives do not have to be top-down, 

technocratic, technologically-heavy, or necessarily 
commercial.

§ Bike sharing can be more than credit card or smart phone 
access to ‘safety bicycles’ distributed by the private sector or 
public private partnerships.

§ “Smarts” may be found among cycling citizens, and reveal 
themselves through the grassroots activities they pursue.



The end…

Thank you!
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